
FISHUS x YUKI SEAGUAR  MEGA GIVEAWAY
CONTEST RULES 

1.- Organizing company.
ARTFISHING, SL  with registered office in Les Pruelles, 18-20 (P.I.Mas Alba) 08870 
Sitges( Barcelona) SPAIN, with  VAT nr. ESB60749546 , organizes a contest  called "Fishus
X Yuki Seaguar  Mega Giveaway”.

2.- Decoupling from Facebook.
Facebook does not sponsor, endorse or administer this promotion in any way, nor is it 
associated with it. The user dissociates completely from Facebook and is aware that he is 
providing his information to ARTFISHING, SL  and not to Facebook. The information you 
provide will be used to communicate and send you the prize, as well as to verify your unique 
participation.

3.-Procedure of the contest.
Only three participations per person are allowed, each participation implies the click on "I 
like" on the original post announcing the contest, following the page  
facebook.com/fishuslure,   following the Instagram profile 
instagram.com/fishuslures or registering on the Fishus newsletter. The participant must 
post his/her Instagram profile name on the comments of the original post so ARTFISHING 
can check it’s a valid profile and belongs to the participant.
Inappropriate or fraudulent cases will be deleted.
The winner will be chosen randomly by a list shuffle script
The participation in the Contest implies the cession and express authorization of all the 
rights of intellectual property and of image on the entries, so that the participant lends to the 
ARTFISHING, SL  the exploitation rights of intellectual, industrial and / or image nature that 
could correspond to or derive from the  entries sent to participate in the Contest.

4.- Duration and Scope.
The activity will take place Worldwide.
The duration of the contest will be from April 21th , 2020 to May 6th , 2020
Winners will be announced on May 7h at Fishus Lures Facebook Page
(facebook.com/fishuslure) 

5.-Requirements to participate.
Users allowed to join the Promotion:
- any person over 18 following the official Facebook page Fishus Lures 
(facebook.com/fishuslure) . with  a real user profile on Facebook.
- any person over 18 following of the official Instagram profile of Fishus Lures 
(facebook.com/fishuslure) . with  a real user profile on Instagram.
- any person over 18 subscribed to the  Fishus newsletter at https://www.fishuslures.com/en/

https://www.instagram.com/yukicompetition/
https://www.fishuslures.com/es/giveaway-registration


giveaway-registration 

Unallowed to participate:
Employees of ARTFISHING, Yuki and Fishus sponsored anglers or close relatives.

6.- Winners selection, substitutes, communication and delivery.
3 winners will be chosen at random from among all the entries

If  ARTFISHING  is not able  to contact the winner within a period of 1 week from the first 
contact attempt, or the latter rejects the prize, a new winner will be selected, with the 
previous winner losing his right to claim the prize.
Also, the name of the winner will be communicated on the Fishus Lures Facebook  page 
(facebook.com/fishuslure) and via email, once the promotion is finished and during the 
following 48 hours.
The company ARTFISHING, SL  will directly send the gifts to the winner, using the data they
will have registered in the Facebook application.
The winner must take over any customs fee / tax if the prize is sent outside EU countries.
The gifts will be sent by courier to the address indicated by each winner, the cost of the 
shipment being borne by the company, ARTFISHING, SL  for the winners.
 
7.- Prizes

1st place-  Fishus by Lurenzo Lure Pack, 19 lures*, including these products:

Espetit 95 Rattling
Espetit 95 Silent
Espetit 110 Rattling
Espetit 110 Silent
Espetit 125 Rattling
Espetit 125 Silent
Espetit 140 Rattling
Espetit 140 Silent
Espetron
Don Belone 140 Floating
Don Belone 140 Sinking
Don Belone 230 Sinking
Don Belone 230 Fast Sinking
Don Belone 240 Fast Sinking
Ubuntu Popper 70
Ubuntu Popper 110
Ubuntu Popper 130
Ubuntu Popper 150
Ippai

*Colors for each product will be randomly chosen

https://www.fishuslures.com/es/giveaway-registration


2nd place- 8 Yuki Seguar fluorocarbon spools**, including:

Yuki Seaguar NEOX
Yuki Seaguar QR3
Yuki Seaguar Saiko Soft
Yuki Seaguar Saiko Stiff
Yuki Seaguar Sawa
Yuki Seaguar Kaori
Yuki Seaguar Final Line Elastic
Yuki Seaguar ZR Bass

**diameters will be chosen by the winner, subject to available stock

3rd place-  A pack of Fishus and Yuki braided line spools***,including:

Yuki ULTRA-PE One
Yuki ULTRA-PE EGI
Fishus 4X PE-Line

***all available diameters for each product, depending on stock availability

8.- Limitations.
It will be understood, by way of example but not limiting, that fraud occurs when the 
supposed use of independent applications to the website is detected; the performance of an 
abuse of queries to the server and all those behaviors that may be apparently abusive and / 
or malicious.
The verification of any of these circumstances during the contest will mean the automatic 
disqualification of the contest as well as the loss of the prize if it has been granted.
ARTFISHING, SL  is exempt from any liability in the event of any error in the data provided 
by the owners themselves that prevents their identification.
Likewise, it is not responsible for the possible losses, deterioration, theft or any other 
circumstances attributable to the transport company responsible for the delivery of the 
shipment, which may affect the delivery of the prizes.
ARTFISHING, SL  reserves the right to take legal action against those persons who perform 
any type of act likely to be considered manipulation or forgery of the contest.
ARTFISHING, SL  excludes any responsibility for damages of any nature that may be due to
the temporary lack of availability or continuity of the operation of the services through which 
it participates in the promotion, to the fraud of use that the users have could attribute to 
them, and in particular, although not exclusively, to the failures in the access to the different 
pages and send responses of participation through the Internet.
ARTFISHING, SL  reserves the right to make changes that result in the successful 
conclusion of the contest when there is just cause or force reasons that prevent it from being
carried out in the manner in which these rules are collected.
ARTFISHING, SL  reserves the right to postpone or extend the period of the contest, as well 
as the power to interpret these legal bases.
Likewise, the organizing company will be exempt from any responsibility if any of the 
indicated cases occur, as well as any responsibility for the damages that could be caused 



during the enjoyment of the prize.

9.- Data protection.
The data provided by the participants will be treated confidentially and collected in an 
automated file of personal data, being ARTFISHING, SL  owner and responsible for said file,
with registered office in Les Pruelles, 18-20 (P.I.Mas Alba) 08870 Sitges( Barcelona) 
SPAIN . whose purpose will be the management of the present draw (and sending 
commercial information that may be of interest to you).
ARTFISHING, SL  guarantees full compliance with the Organic Law 15/1999, of December 
13, on the Protection of Personal Data in the processing of personal data collected in this 
COMPETITION, especially as regards the care of the exercise of the rights of information, 
access, rectification, opposition and cancellation of personal data of the contestants.

10- GPRD Data protection rights

We would like to make sure you are fully aware of all of your data protection rights. Every 
user is entitled to the following:

The right to access – You have the right to request copies of your personal data. We may 
charge you a small fee for this service.

The right to rectification – You have the right to request that we correct any information you 
believe is inaccurate. You also have the right to request that we complete the information 
you believe is incomplete.

The right to erasure – You have the right to request that we erase your personal data, under 
certain conditions.

The right to restrict processing – You have the right to request that we restrict the processing
of your personal data, under certain conditions.

The right to object to processing – You have the right to object to our processing of your 
personal data, under certain conditions.

The right to data portability – You have the right to request that we transfer the data that we 
have collected to another organization, or directly to you, under certain conditions.

11.- Acceptance of the bases.
The simple participation in the contest implies the acceptance of the present Bases, reason 
why the manifestation in the sense of non-acceptance of all or part of them will imply the 
exclusion of the participant and as a consequence, ARTFISHING, SL  will be released of the
fulfillment of the obligation contracted with said contestant.
 


